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Foreword 
 

This is the definitive, final, sole, authoritative sacred text and Holy Bible of the First 
Church of the Progressive.  A curse of eternal damnation to Progressive Purgatory - where you 
will be subject to the prod of personal responsibility and will forever be forced to push the 
boulder of individual liberty - upon any who add to, or delete, or modify in any way this sacred 
and holy text.  However, as one socialist regime after another inevitably plunges into poverty, 
starvation, corruption, and chaos, this text will be amended accordingly to reflect that those well 
intentioned Marxists failed to implement socialism the right way.  The right way in this context 
being any way that seems to work, until it doesn’t. 

This collection of holy books was compiled during a weeklong binge of divine revelation, 
the author being completely consumed and intoxicated by the spirits such that he remembers 
little of having penned these words nor the manic fever dream of inspiration from which they 
sprang.  The Creator herself, in conjunction with the ghosts of the leftist saints: Stalin, Mao, and 
others who can also be named in the ranks of history’s most prolific mass murderers, did 
possess the author and contend within him, giving way to a holy book not wholly in singular 
tone; but rather, a patchwork, slipshod quilt of half baked ideas and concepts, tenuously held 
together by crossed fingers and fanatical belief like so many of the products that roll off the 
assembly line when the state assumes control of the means of production.  

I redistribute a significant portion of my hope to you, comrade, that this holy work will be 
a guidepost, a lighthouse amidst a dark and stormy sea of free market economic progress and 
technological innovation, pointing the way backward to another time and place, when there was 
no need for fat acceptance activism amongst the working class, to the rocky crags before 
capitalism when a human being’s only means of economic mobility was genuflection before the 
throne of a bureaucrat.  As it was before, so shall it be again. Amen! 

 
 
 
 

Reverend Rankin File 
High Priest, First Church of the Progressive 
Executive Director of No Scoop For You! The Society to Prevent the Cultural Appropriation of 
Indigenous Ice Creams 
Founder of Estrogents, A Safe Space for Eunuchs and Male Feminists 
Current Twitter Woke World Champion with 18,942,239,003 points and counting 
 
October 2019 (Year 201 of the Marxist Calendar)  
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Genesis 
 

1. In the beginning life was perfect.  2The workers toiled in the fields for their betters and 
there was no income inequality amongst them, for they all lived in squalor.  3Finding their needs 
met by the same lords who chained them to the land and freed them from the encumbrance of 
self-determination, the laborers thus enjoyed the kind of egalitarian idyllic existence that most 
21st century Americans could but dream of.  4But after having previously poisoned the populous 
by promoting doctrines like democracy and civil liberties, The League of Extraordinarily Evil Cis 
White Men once again emerged from their secret, smoke filled lair.  5Their abominable airships 
darkened the skies, while their fleet of Hate Balloons gained altitude by cutting from their 
baskets what they used as ballast - the feudal equivalent of a marginalized transgender 
non-binary activist.  6Taking dead aim upon the working class, their goggle wearing bombardiers 
delivered their latest oppressive payload - the volatile fruit of free market capitalism. 
2. The weariness of their work and the insufficiency of their diet conspiring to sap what little 
strength they had, the delusional serfs found themselves giving into temptation and partaking of 
the capitalist offering.  2This decision proving as disastrous as the 2018 publication of Scowls 
and Jowls: The 1st Annual 2nd, 3rd, & 4th Wave Feminist Intergenerational Intersectional 
Swimsuit Calendar.  3Their eyes now sufficiently opened, they saw themselves as unique 
individuals, and the ridiculous idea that each should be free to determine the trajectory of their 
own lives made a folly of their thoughts and a corruption of their reasoning.  4Showing little in the 
way of mercy, the evil seed of capitalism sprouted in their hearts, twisting and defiling the 
disease-ridden peons into believing that property rights, were to them, something that should be 
accorded.   
3. The chains of capitalism spread, as more and more vassals rose up against their betters 
and oppressed themselves by owning the land they worked.  2This led to the nightmare 
phantasmagoria of the free market where one sinner could exchange their labor, or the product 
of their labor for goods and services provided by other sinners who profited greatly in this hellish 
arena.  3No longer content with having the barest of provisions provided them, perverse 
peasants now began to acquire things for which they had a desire, but no need.  4Arriving at the 
deranged conclusion that their lives should be enjoyed, they now found themselves forever 
damned, the free market fruit having fully ripened in their souls. 
4. Like some creeping, noxious plague, the sin of capitalism spread and mutated, the 
infected now finding their minds filled with mad notions of self governance.  2Embracing the 
yoke of individual liberty and personal responsibility and rejecting their lords like a body 
positivity activist rejects pants without an elastic waistband, they established governments for 
themselves both in Europe and The New World to allow the pestilence of capitalism to grow. 
3And so did they plunge into a dark and desperate pit of prosperity and technological innovation.  
5. But some had more than others and a few had more than most.  2Whether this 
acquisition was due to a greater intellect, invention, labor, or luck, none could say.  3But what 
could be said was that it was neither fair nor just.  4As all of the traits that can lead to one 
acquiring wealth are evenly distributed by nature, so should the product of those traits also be 
equally distributed, Amen! 
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The Gospel of Marx 
 

1. It was in humanity’s darkest, bleakest hour that a savior was born to us.  2Capitalism had 
shackled the people to the maleficent machine of the industrial revolution which saw per capita 
economic growth and the standard of living for the general population continually rise for the first 
time in human history.  3Gifted to the world in May, 1818, Karl Marx was the product of wealthy 
attorney father and aristocrat mother.  4Growing up in a 10 bedroom house exposed young Karl 
to the horrors of capitalism first hand.  5Spending much of his young adult life in the most noble 
of pursuits, being an unemployed professional student relying on handouts from his wealthy 
parents; the death of his father would force Karl to enter into the indentured servitude of 
capitalism, as a sometimes journalist and editor of a radical newspaper. 
2. By age 29 and having spent the vast majority of his life actively not participating in 
capitalism, Marx was thusly in a position to publish his scathing critique of it.  2The Communist 
Manifesto was a divine revelation, a beacon of light and hope in a world darkened by economic 
growth and innovation.  3Like a social justice warrior going to work on a tweet, dissecting the 
140 characters desperately hoping to find one offending pixel, so too did Karl don his jeweler’s 
eye and begin his examination of the free market system.  4Rolling up his sleeves and exposing 
areas of skin to light for the first time in years, Marx tore apart the capitalist machine with all of 
the finesse and skill of a gender fluid advocate ripping out pages from a high school biology 
textbook.  

3. Marx uncovered the secret, never before seen truths hidden deep within the caverns of 
capitalism - truths which resonated with the jealousies and hatreds hidden deep within our own 
hearts and we believed, Amen!  2Capitalism was not merely a simple construct that promoted 
the notion that an individual should be allowed to own property, develop and utilize it how they 
saw fit, and determine their own fate.  3Capitalism was not just the establishment of a free and 
open market.  4No, capitalism was an evil, vile, hopelessly flawed mechanism that operated 
solely on oppression, a grotesque monstrosity with multiple insidious tentacles like some 
eldritch horror sprung from the dark recesses of HP Lovecraft’s imagination.  
 4. Proving that with economic deconstruction he had about as much game as the now out 
of print Don’t Be Afraid To Cry: A Male Feminist’s Guide to Sex and Dating in the 21st Century, 
Marx nevertheless liberated the noble jealousy in our hearts.  2We no longer had to toil under 
the delusion that our neighbors possessed more because they were smarter, luckier, or worked 
harder.  3We now knew that anyone who had more was an oppressor, and any less, the 
oppressed.  
5. Marx demonstrated his moral superiority over the oppressors by advocating for their 
deaths.  2Possessed not merely with a humanitarian spirit but also one of prophecy, Marx 
predicted capitalism’s ultimate demise as a self-destructive mechanism giving way to a stable 
and more egalitarian socio-economic system of his own construct.  3Realizing the inherent flaw 
in capitalism was its singular unfairness - a system that greatly benefited those who had 
assumed all financial risk if a business failed with most of the financial reward if the business 
succeeded - Marx devised a system that was far more fair.  4From each according to his ability, 
to each according to his needs.  
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6. In the span of a week, some may toil 60 hours, some 6, or in the case of Karl himself, 
working only upon finding a check from a relative not awaiting him in the mail.  2And from the 
labor of the collective, each worker received that which they needed (and only that) the excess 
being then divided amongst the bureaucrats and party bosses who administered the 
redistribution machine, such was their reward for being the first to point out the inequalities of 
capitalism.  3Others sweat, so Karl eats.  4Believers will no doubt have little trouble testifying to 
the superior justice and fairness of such an economic system, Amen!  
7.  Weary from an arduous life spent sporadically standing shoulder to shoulder with the 
workers he championed, it was in March of 1883 that Karl left this world, or, as his joyous and 
humane spirit put it, ceased the wretchedness of existence, and ascended to communist 
heaven, sadly, never living to see the murder and mayhem he called for carried out in his name. 
2But he leaves us with all of his unfulfilled prophecies, his justification for bloodshed, his belief 
that equality superseded freedom, his extensive collection of sock puppets, and his desire to 
see a world where everyone was as equally miserable as he, these that would become the rock 
upon which the First Church of the Progressive would be established forever, Amen! 
 

 
Hosencrantz and Guildensock - two puppets from The Stocking Feet Players collection.  Marx 
was well known to stage elaborate productions of Shakespeare with his handmade sock 
puppets. 
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The Book of Revolutions 
 

1. This is the book chronicling the achievements of those enlightened states that, having 
fervently believed and adhered to the teachings of the Prophet Marx, did implement and birth 
upon the world in considerable blood a stable socialist state within a communist framework.  

2Afghanistan 
3Albania 
4Angola 
5Benin 
6Bulgaria 
7China 
8Congo 
9Cuba 
10Czechoslovakia 
11Democratic Republic of the People’s Republic of the Worker’s Collective of Austin 
12East Germany 
13Ethiopia 
14Grenada 
15Hungary 
16Kampuchea 
17Laos 
18Mongolia 
19Mozambique 
20New Old East Swayzeland 
21North Korea 
22Poland 
23Romania 
24Somalia 
25Soviet Union 
26Taured 
27Tuva 
28Vietnam 
29Yemen 
30Yugoslavia 
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Flag of the short lived republic of New Old East Swayzeland, which broke away from Old East 
Swayzeland after the two sides could not agree which was the greatest film of all time, Dirty 
Dancing or Road House. 
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The Book of Backsliding 
 

1. This is the book chronicling the unpardonable sin of those heretical states that have 
turned their backs on the teachings of the Prophet and are either no longer communist, or no 
longer exist.  

2Afghanistan 
3Albania 
4Angola 
5Benin 
6Bulgaria 
7Congo 
8Czechoslovakia 
9Democratic Republic of the People’s Republic of the Worker’s Collective of Austin 

10East Germany 
11Ethiopia 
12Grenada 
13Hungary 
14Kampuchea 
15Mongolia 
16Mozambique 
17New Old East Swayzeland 
18Poland 
19Romania 
20Somalia 
21Soviet Union 
22Taured 
23Tuva 
24Yemen 
25Yugoslavia 
26Believers, a watchful, wary eye needs be kept on China.  27While true it is that the 

Communist Party still reigns in China, the nation is poised on the slippery slope of backsliding 
and should be scourged with righteous socialist indignation and urged to reverse course in 
several troubling economic areas.  28For China has now privatized much of their industries and 
have encumbered these businesses with a tragically light yoke of taxation.  29Why they would 
engage in such depraved atrocities is unclear, but what remains clear is that unless they repent 
of their sins and commit their whole hearts and minds to the true savior of socialism like their 
neighbors in North Korea, these flirtations with capitalism will surely have disastrous 
ramifications and causes China’s economic future to look as grim and hairy as the locker room 
at Linda Sarsour’s Trans Exclusionary Radical Feminist 10K Spartan Race to Eliminate 
Oppression...And Jews. 
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States of Confusion 
 

1. As one socialist utopia after another short circuited and imploded, like a polygraph 
hooked to a progressive claiming to love America, believers looked on with great crying and 
gnashing of teeth, while their beloved ideology succumbed to the garbage heap of history 
finding space alongside other rubbish ideas like New Coke and Fight Like a Man: The 7 Part 
VHS Self Defense Series Featuring Boy George.  2Peering through trembling fingers, they 
watched in horror as poverty rates declined in former socialist states now operating under 
capitalism.  3Their ear-shattering laments reached the heavens as believers beheld human 
beings in former socialist republics shed their shackles and begin to enjoy increases to both 
living conditions and freedoms as a result. 
2. Their faith unshaken, believers quickly put their hammers and sickles out of sight and 
boldly declared that they had never been in favor of communism, but rather, they wanted to 
implement a socialist utopia that was not totalitarian.  2A socialist utopia where vote rather than 
violent revolution ascended the bureaucrats to power.  3A socialist utopia that did not infringe on 
rights, but simply took businesses and property away from those who owned them and handed 
them over to democratically elected bureaucrats.  4A socialist utopia that was fair and just where 
democratically elected bureaucrats stole money from those who had earned it and redistributed 
it to those who hadn’t (including themselves).  5They wanted the kind of benevolent socialism 
Hugo Chavez was bestowing upon the Venezuelan People. 
3. And then as the reports made their way north of Venezuelans being forced to forage for 
food and cook their own pets to survive, believers were left speechless in shock.  2Wearing 
masks of open mouthed amazement they watched as 13% of the entire population of Venezuela 
fled the country, creating the largest refugee crisis in the history of the Americas.  3Believers 
scratched their heads in bewilderment as Venezuela slid into poverty, starvation, and corruption 
just like the dozens and dozens of socialist states that preceded it. 
4. Their faith unshaken, they hurriedly took down the yellow, blue, and red flag hanging 
over their beds in their parents house.  2They quickly scooped up their Hugo Chavez 
bobblehead from its perch atop a stack of unblemished applications for employment and shoved 
it into the same shoebox that now housed idols made in the likenesses of Lenin and Castro. 
3They boldly declared that the man they had previously lauded and heaped with praise had 
failed to implement socialism the right way.  4And still others argued that the incredibly stable 
tree of socialism that Chavez had planted in a country with a year-round growing season and 
natural resources the envy of the world had taken root and was growing strong, undone only by 
US sanctions...or maybe a couple of dudes from the CIA…or mismanagement...or perhaps a 
stiff breeze, they weren’t certain. 
5. What they were certain of is that the failings in Venezuela like the failings in all of the 
socialist states that preceded it could not be blamed on socialism, at least, not the kind of 
socialism that they now championed - the kind found in the Nordic countries, which is, curiously, 
free market capitalism.  2Would that we were like socialist Denmark they shouted!  3But 
Denmark is a capitalist country with no state mandated minimum wage.  4Would that we were 
like socialist Sweden where the rich pay their fair share they cried!  5But Sweden is a capitalist 
country where the extensive social programs are bankrolled by a high tax on the middle class.  
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Book of Claire 
 

1. Conceived by the union of investment banker and corporate attorney, Claire Alexander 
was born in Newport Beach, California in the spring of 1990.  2But what mattered most wasn’t 
her individual identity, the name given her by her parents, but to which groups she could identify 
with.  3Straight, White, Female (currently), SkyScream - The Southern California Association of 
Self-Loathing Caucasians & Amateur Alpine Yodelists, The Newport Beach White Guilt Guild, 
That’s Mine - The National Organization for Entitled Millenials and Pre School Children with 
Behavioral Disorders, The Vertically Challenged - A West Coast Support Group for Socialists 
and Comatose Patients, The Star Spangled Banned - A National Movement to Have the 
National Anthem Outlawed & Promote Environmentally Responsible Flag Burning, and Do Not 
Covet Thy Neighbor’s Ass - The National Organization for the Promotion of Jealousy, Wealth 
Redistribution, and Sodomy 
2. Elevation to national prominence arrived soon after the publication to Tumblr of her 
groundbreaking thesis, Why White People Shouldn’t Be Allowed Passports.  2This she followed 
up with the even more important series of Twitter posts, Why All Heterosexual Sex is Rape. 
3She courageously spoke truth to power on social media while bravely blocking and 
campaigning for deplatforming any who posited facts undermining her beliefs.  4But it was in the 
early morning of November 9th, 2016, after several hours of what those who shared her 
residence hall would later describe as sounds like someone being savagely attacked by a wild 
animal emanating from her dorm room that her door opened and she emerged, eyes red and 
puffy, clumps of blue hair held in her hands and nailed to her door the precious article that 
would become the tenets of our faith, presented herein and unadulterated. 
3.  

1. All are equal, therefore we should implement an egalitarian, oppression free 
society that redistributes resources evenly, implements fairness and justice for 
all, outlaws capitalism, and is centered around Marxist equality like the best and 
most stable countries have done over the last hundred years. 

2. All rich people, from the entrepreneur who started a revolutionary tech company 
in his garage, to the CEO logging a 70 hour work week, are privileged assholes 
who acquired their wealth by oppressing others and therefore have less morality 
and less worth. 

3. The white man is the devil. 
4. Any speech I disagree with is hateful.  
5. Anyone citing facts that conflict with my beliefs or offend me in any way is guilty 

of hate speech. 
6. Anyone using non gender neutral pronouns is guilty of hate speech. 
7. Anyone using ableist language is guilty of hate speech. 
8. Using the words “mankind” or “cocktail” or “dickcissel” is hate speech. 
9. Hate speech should not be protected by law.  People who speak hate should be 

jailed and have their tongues removed. 
10. Christianity should be outlawed and anyone found wearing a cross, crucified. 
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11. Guns should be illegal.  No Antifa warrior should have to fear being shot while 
hurling a brick at the back of someone’s head. 

12. If you believe in something it doesn’t matter if there is evidence to support it or 
not. 

13. #believewomen 
14. I was in a cafe last week and a man was leering at me.  He wasn’t the one I 

wanted to be leering at me, but he was OK, I guess.  But then I found out that he 
was actually leering at the woman seated behind me!  Men leering at women in 
public is a form of assault and exacerbates rape culture.  Offenders should have 
their eyes gouged out. 

15. One’s value to society is not determined by what they contribute, but by the 
amount of victim groups they belong to and the number of bumper stickers 
adorning their Prius. 

16. Belief and personal experience outweigh reason and the scientific method.  
17. White people calling the police on a person of color is an act of racism and 

should be illegal.  A white person being stabbed by a person of color should keep 
their phone in their pocket and apologize for their privilege. 

18. Israel is an apartheid state.  The nation of Israel should be given to the 
Palestinians and Jews should be forced to go back to wherever it is that they 
come from. 

19. Businesses are evil and corrupt and engage in wickedness like offering goods 
and services, advancing human knowledge and civilization with technological 
innovations, and employing people and paying those with chemical engineering 
degrees five times more than those of us with four year degrees in Ribbit Grrrl: 
The Study of Female Emancipation and Empowerment and the Eroding of the 
Patriarchy in South African Bullfrog Populations. 

20. Government is good and above reproach. 
21. Gender is on a spectrum.  Chromosomes do NOT determine gender and any 

“science” that says otherwise should be outlawed and any books claiming 
otherwise burned. 

22. A person who is so large that they cannot get out of bed without the assistance of 
a crane is still healthy as long as they believe they are, regardless of what 
science says. 

23. Madison Avenue has gotten away with oppressing women and creating 
marketing campaigns promoting toxic traditional gender roles for too long.  This 
ends now!  Stop showing me commercials with a woman in a size 4 dress 
prancing around in her living room with a kitchen clearly visible in the 
background!  Or a 115 pound woman dropping her brat off at school!  Women 
need to be shown in a more authentic and progressive light.  Give me a woman 
the size of an NFL linebacker armed with an M2 machine gun in one hand while 
performing her own abortion with the other, wading into battle while spitting out 
terse, expletive-ridden dialogue through gritted teen, slaughtering priests and 
Trump supporters by the thousands.  Give me this commercial and then we’ll talk 
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about me buying your vaginal cream, OK?  Anything less than this should be 
illegal to be shown on television. 

24. All men should be forced to wear some kind of shock collar while in public.  This 
collar would monitor blood flow and any increase to their penis would cause them 
to receive 2000 volts while simultaneously setting off a 150 decibel alarm to notify 
any woman in the area to get out her bear spray because a rapist was in the 
vicinity.  This would be a good use of technology.  Make this instead of a fucking 
watch Apple and show that you are a progressive company! 

25. The greatest and most noble accomplishment in life is being a victim. 
26. Healthcare for all!  We should also eliminate private health insurance altogether. 

The lunatic libertarians are wrong, less government and more freedom is NOT 
the answer - just the opposite is what this country needs. 

27. Spreading my misery to as many as possible is the reason I exist. 
28. Yesterday I Googled “Famous Actors” and guess what?  Surprise, surprise, 

nothing but cis men in the results!  The Google algorithm, which was probably 
one of the earliest schemes of the patriarchy scribbled on some cave by some 
neanderthal who just got done clubbing his wife, needs to be reworked and a 
diverse committee consisting solely of women need to manually vet any and all 
search results for diversity and inclusion before those results are served up to the 
user.  

29. I am entitled to what someone else earned because that is my definition of fair. 
30. So yesterday I was on the bus and this grizzled old entitled white man wearing 

some WWII cap asked me to please move my bag so he could sit in the seat next 
to me, as if he was too good to stand!  I told him to fuck off and die!  Then he got 
the bus driver, also a man (shocking, I know, cause the patriarchy is in place to 
make sure that men have all of the best jobs!) who told me I would have to move 
my bag or get off the bus.  Fuck the patriarchy!!! 

31. Sports like - American football, basketball, baseball, ice hockey, that one where 
it’s like hockey on a field, rugby, boxing, quidditch, wrestling, MMA, and Russian 
Drunken Polar Bear Polo - that encourage toxic masculinity should be banned. 

32. Any man with upper arms larger than 10 inches should be forced to undergo 
plastic surgery arm reduction to appear less toxic. 

33. All works of art and entertainment should be judged solely on their diversity and 
identity politics and any piece of film, book, television, video game, or comic that 
doesn’t meet diversity quotas should be banned and all extant copies burned. 

34. Men should be forced to wear a gag while in public to get rid of mansplaining. 
Mansplaining is when a man condescends to a woman by arrogantly trying to 
explain or define something she already understands. 

35. Men should be forced to hang onto handrails and ride on the outside of trains, 
buses, boats, and all commercial aircraft to get rid of manspreading. 

36. White people expecting people of color to be punctual is a form of racism.  It is 
very, very racist to expect that a person of color understands the concept of time 
or how a clock functions. 
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37. Gender and skin tones are personality traits.  You can glean everything you need 
to about someone by their appearance.  Individuality is an archaic construct and 
not progressive! 

38. Spending 40 hours a week desperately searching for things to be offended by is 
exhausting and should be considered a job and should be compensated 
accordingly, preferably by those who have actual jobs and pay taxes. 

39. If your three year old son tells you that he believes he is really a girl, you have a 
moral responsibility to buy him a dress.  And if your three year old son tells you 
he thinks he is a serial killer, you have a moral responsibility to get him some 
small mammals upon which to practice his skills.  This is good parenting. 

40. White people who braid their hair should be scalped for cultural appropriation. 
41. White people with tribal tattoos should have a giant red ‘A’ tattooed on their chest 

for Appropriator. 
42. White people who make tacos in their kitchen should be disemboweled with a 

chef’s knife for cultural appropriation. 
43. White people who study jew-jitsu, or even know how to spell it correctly, should 

be choked to death for cultural appropriation. 
44. White people with a kimono robe, dress, or jacket in their closet should be 

executed with an iron maiden for cultural appropriation. 
45. Any white person with a Henna Tattoo should have their hands cut off for cultural 

appropriation. 
46. White people who commit suicide by seppuku should be...well, they should be 

remembered as cultural appropriators and their graves desecrated acordingly. 
47. White people who sing along with Bollywood Musicals should have their tongues 

ripped out for cultural appropriation.  It is OK to attend a Bollywood film (I think) 
but a white person needs to be completely stoic, as inanimate as the audience at 
a Ghostbusters 2016 screening. 

48. Um, attention white surfers, don’t know if you’re aware but yes, you are 
appropriating every time you get up on your board.  So don’t think I shed any 
tears for you when a shark bites your fucking leg off!  Oh, and because 
skateboarding evolved from surfing it is evolutionary cultural appropriation so 
basically, if you’re a white person and you are standing on a board of any kind, 
the next board you should be standing on is a trapdoor in a fucking gallows! 

49. White people wearing chopsticks in their hair is a form of cultural appropriation. 
In fact, using chopsticks as a utensil is a form of cultural appropriation.  But using 
a fork to eat Asian food is even worse.  Put those fucking utensils down and eat 
with your hands you fucking heathen!  Or better yet, just don’t go to Asian 
restaurants at all if you’re white to avoid any possibility of appropriation.  Rule of 
thumb, don’t wear anything, style anything, speak anything, use anything, eat 
anything, study anything, or enjoy anything unless you can trace its roots back 
and find a common origination point with your own ancestry.  

50. All gas and diesel powered combustion engines should be destroyed.  This 
includes generators for homes, schools, and hospitals. 
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51. Jet turbine engines should be destroyed.  Air travel should be accomplished via 
balloon, blimp, or some sort of human powered mechanical steampunk flying 
machine. 

52. As a progressive, you should recklessly charge forward, constantly looking 
behind you to crimes committed centuries ago to make sure that those in the 
present remain locked in the healthiest emotional states - anger and guilt. 

53. Any man who has “standards” for a woman is a misogynist and a card carrying 
member of the patriarchy.  No man should be allowed to hold a woman to any 
standard, especially the ones who make a lot of money. 

54. Anyone not actively seeking the pity of others is an oppressor. 
55. Diversity is the most important thing in any society. 
56. No diverging thought or belief other than ours should be tolerated. 
57. Equality is the most important thing in any society. 
58. A perfect society would be one where everyone has an equal share of resources 

and thinks and says the exact same things, but those identical words are 
dribbling out of the mouths of people with varying skin tones. 

59. Any man who refuses the advances of a trans woman is transphobic and should 
be given an estrogen regimen and a makeover and then thrown into gen pop to 
live out their days being traded for cigarettes. 

60. A man asking a woman out on a date is a form of assault and should be 
punishable by law as such.  Unless he is hot and rich, then it should be legal.  

61. It should be illegal to eat the flesh of animals, make clothing from them, or in any 
way abuse an animal.  However, it is ok for zoophiles to fuck them.  Zoophobia is 
NOT OK! 

62. Men should not be allowed to participate in any sporting event as such activity 
simply exacerbates their latent toxicity.  Men who want to participate in sports 
need to identify as women and then take over women’s sports, relegating women 
to the sidelines. 

63. You should not force gender on a child, but neither should you force species on a 
child.  Your child should be allowed to determine to what species they 
self-identify.  I know that I and all of my socialist friends identify more with 
bradypus tridactylus than homo sapiens.  

64. In the midst of all this negativity, I would be remiss not to mention my male 
feminist boyfriend who is always supportive and never slut shames me or 
pressures me into sex, unlike my Tinder date and his roommate last Friday.  And 
again on Saturday morning.  And also Saturday night.  I love you, Francis! 

65. If you see someone wearing a MAGA hat and you do NOT participate in a violent 
gang assault on them, then YOU are the problem and it is YOU who should be 
beaten and curb stomped to death for your complicity. 

66. Feelings are more important than facts. 
67. If someone feels they are oppressed, they are. 
68. If someone feels they are a victim, they are. 
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69. If someone feels that she is an attractive, intelligent, strong, highly desirable 
woman who - has three children with three different last names, six figure debt, 
two felonies, an undergraduate degree that leaves her with no employment 
options, genital herpes that look and feel like a raised-relief map of the 
Himalayas, a double digit credit score, a 20mg/day Xanax prescription, and a 
vagina that plays host to more infectious agents than the hot tub at Tommy Lee’s 
house - than I am!  Why is a good man so hard to find???  

70. Gays should feel pride for being born gay. 
71. Whites should feel shame for being born white. 
72. We are in danger of being overrun with fascism in this country!!  To combat this, 

if a person of color says they are a victim, no white person should even be 
allowed to question this or ask for evidence.  White people should never be 
allowed to speak in their own defense - this is how you stop fascism.  

73. Seeing others succeed and achieve where I haven’t infuriates me!  Therefore 
success and achievement should be demonized and we should strive to 
implement a progressive society where both are no longer possible. 

74. Parents who don’t force their male children to wear makeup, heels, and dresses 
until at least the age of 13 are pawns of the patriarchy, promoting oppressive 
traditional gender roles and should have their children taken from them and be 
sterilized. 

75. Humor is not funny and NOT OK! 
76. Very often a white person will try too hard not to say or do anything that could be 

considered racist, and this is a form of racism.  So if you interact with a white 
person and they do not say or do anything that is remotely racist, they may not 
be a racist, but they are probably a racist who is trying too hard not to be racist - 
so calling such a white person a racist is still totally justifiable.  Racist, Racist, 
R-r-r-r-r-racist!!!! 

77. Anyone who is happy or who is enjoying life is probably oppressing others and 
should be made to feel as miserable as I do. 

78. Anyone who displays the American Flag should be jailed for criminal assault. 
79. Anyone who disagrees with me isn’t just wrong, but evil. 
80. Any man who can do 10 pushups is too toxic and should be forced to undergo 

gender reassignment surgery. 
81. Anyone who voted for the presidential candidate I did not vote for is a white 

supremacist.  Fresh on the heels of an African American being elected to the 
highest office in the land (twice) we now find ourselves living in an oppressive, 
institutionally racist country overrun with fucking white supremacists! 
Unbelievable!!! 

82. It should be illegal for clothing manufacturers to charge me more for my size 24. 
Just because it took the sacrifice of every sheep in New Zealand to make my 
sweater doesn’t mean I should have to pay more! 

83. White men shouldn’t be allowed to vote, democracy isn’t for them. 
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84. The patriarchy has controlled women for far too long, women should be free to 
determine their own fate. 

85. If a woman can fit on a queen sized bed, it should be illegal for her to post any 
pictures of herself to Instagram wearing any less than a burka, lest she present 
an unrealistic image of the female body and become an unwitting pawn of the 
patriarchy. 

86. Any woman large enough to have created her own gravitational field should wear 
as little as possible while posting to Instagram and be celebrated in the process. 

87. Women who choose to be a stay at home mother and not work should be vilified 
and attacked on Twitter for promoting oppressive traditional gender roles and 
should be sent to a re-education camp until they think like I want them to. 

88. Women who choose to be an unemployed leftist blogger on public assistance 
should be celebrated. 

89. Women who choose to work as “booth babes” at conventions or F1 grid girls or 
cheerleaders or...or any other profession I couldn’t find work in should lose their 
jobs and source of income.  All such occupations for women should be illegal.  

90. Women who choose not to date bi/trans men are biphobic/transphobic and 
should be executed. 

91. Mothers with daughters, if you clothe your daughters in dresses or let them play 
with Barbie Dolls then YOU are part of the problem!  YOU should have your 
daughter taken from you and be sterilized. 

92. Women who shave their armpits or legs have been brainwashed by the 
patriarchy.  So if you are one such mind slave then do us all a favor and take that 
razor and use it to slit your fucking wrist! 

93. White women who are pregnant with a boy should be forced to have an abortion. 
Should the pregnancy come to term and she give birth, the baby should be 
thrown alive into the Nile and the mother arrested for crimes against humanity. 

94. Married white women, you have allowed your white husbands’ politics to control 
you for far too long.  This ends now!  No longer will his vote influence your own. 
From now on, you will ask your husband how he intended to vote (were he 
allowed) and then you will mindlessly vote the opposite.  These are your orders. 

95. The United States has the highest GDP of any country in the world.  It is time for 
change.  It is time for a revolution!  Amen! 
 

4. After crafting the very document that would become the foundations of our faith, the gap 
between her celebrity status and net worth nonetheless became an ever widening chasm.  2The 
new year ushering in with it the combined cruelties of being both evicted from her dorm room 
and parent’s checking account, the dismissal of her 250 Million Dollar lawsuit against Wal-Mart, 
the city of Irvine, Orange County, and the state of California for “intense emotional and 
psychological distress over an unsolicited offer of employment, the playing of Baby It’s Cold 
Outside over the in store radio, and abject negligence in the sale of weapons and instruments of 
torture, namely: air rifles, LED lightsabers, the Christian Bible, and fitness equipment”, would 
prove for her a breaking point.  3Having been found in a delirious state, she was noted to have 
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remarked to first responders who questioned her lack of clothing that she had successfully 
liberated herself from all misogynist conventions and would live out the remainder of her days 
as nature intended her.  4It took the efforts of four grown men to liberate her into the back of an 
ambulance and transport her to a nearby psychiatric facility. 
5. It was while in hospital that she acquired canvas, paint, and brush, and discovered her 
“true calling”.  2Her first notable work of outsider art she christened Worse than Hitler a painting 
she described as a reimagining of the Trump inauguration where all in attendance are gassed to 
death.  3The creative well not yet dry, this she followed with her most important piece.  4Filling a 
jar with her own menstrual blood she submerged photographs of several prominent male 
politicians, celebrities, and business tycoons - a work she would label Patriarchy’s Plunge. 
6. But the passage of a new year brought another change, this she would describe as her 
“for real true calling this time”.  2Her final Instagram post in March of 2018 announced that she 
had converted to Islam, changed her name to Januni, and was moving to Syria to become the 
wife of an ISIS fighter.  3Little was heard from her after this, however, in June of 2019 an 
interview surfaced purported to have been conducted with her while she was living in Syria. 
4Because she was forbidden to leave the house, speak to a man, or be within a half mile of a 
man without her husband’s permission, Morse code and small handheld mirrors to reflect 
sunlight became the medium through which the interview occurred.  5Recalling her conversion 
she had this to say, “for many weeks I thought I was a Muslim, and had been telling everyone I 
was.  6I was very excited to be part of such a marginalized group.  7But it turns out that filling out 
my frequent diner’s punch card at a Persian restaurant only got me a free kebab, it didn’t 
actually make me a Muslim.  8But then I really became one after that.”  9When asked how she 
was doing she had this to say, “Wonderful!  10It is so great to finally be free from such an 
oppressive society.  11I look forward to the day when I and my husband’s other wives can dance 
on the graves of Israel and America and celebrate the death of western civilization!” 

 
Worse than Hitler 
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Fascism’s End 

 

 
Reflections on my Struggle in Yellow 
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Book of Apologetics 
 

1. Believers, I find my heart weary and troubled, having little to do with the small mountain 
range of empty Popeyes buckets jutting up from the carpet around my depleted uranium 
reinforced loveseat recliner; but rather weighed down am I by the knowledge that in this world 
there are many heathens who do not walk the true path of our Progressive Faith.  2These 
blasphemers have allowed the poisonous heresies of reason, empiricism, and historical 
precedent to blind them, turning aside from our fairy tales, fanaticism, and hysteria.  3And while 
we endeavor to construct safe spaces as quickly as we can, the reality remains that you very 
well may encounter such tax paying heretics as you march from protest to rally to 
unemployment office and back.  4And while this knowledge should terrify and see you leaping 
into the arms of one of your therapists, it remains not my full aim merely to frighten but to 
encourage you to cling fast to your faith when faced with the foray of facts and figures. 
2. Perhaps you are on your way to an October Revolution Tofu Cookout and Soy Ice 
Cream Celebration when, out of nowhere, you find yourself accosted by a 12 year old child who 
assaults you with his science textbook, poking holes in your hundreds of genders myth while 
your head starts to spin on its axis and you vomit in all directions like some kind of demonic 
regurgitating lawn sprinkler.  2Or perhaps you are at the park, not bothering anyone, proudly 
wearing your Fidel Castro T-Shirt and matching socks that depict law enforcement officers as 
pigs, the latest in Nike’s Colin Kaepernick line of clothing that celebrates mass murderers and 
demonizes underpaid public servants, when suddenly, materializing before you is another 
adolescent armed with simple census data available to all and she calmly explains to you that 
Nigerian immigrants living in institutionally racist America comprise one of the most successful 
ethnic groups in the county and that brown skinned people from the Indian subcontinent have 
median household incomes that are almost double that of white Americans and that other 
people of color with East Asian ancestry in systemically racist America have median household 
incomes that are over 25% higher than their white counterparts while you cover your ears with 
your hands and begin to make inhuman, guttural growls and howls and incoherently start 
shrieking about white privilege.  3Or perhaps you find your sleep cut short at noon - violently 
yanked out of a recurring dream about being Castro’s cigar - by your mother strapping you to 
your bed.  4Before you stands an oddly attired teenager.  5He holds aloft his Econ 101 book and 
begins to read aloud, while you writhe in agony and foam at the mouth.  6He explains that 
economics is not a zero sum enterprise, and that wealth disparity has no bearing on poverty and 
that contrary to the slogans you mindlessly shout, the poor in America are not “getting poorer” 
but material wealth for all Americans continues to increase, even for the poorest.  7And that, 
contrary to the fairy tales your mother is forced to recite to get you to fall asleep, most wealthy 
Americans did not inherit their fortunes, neither did they acquire it by running Ponzi schemes, 
but rather most earned their money themselves and over 85% don’t work in the financial sector. 
3. But be ye not deceived believers, for our faith has never concerned itself with the 
uplifting of the poor, but in the tearing down of the rich.  2For which do you think a poor 
American would appreciate more, seeing themselves rise out of poverty, or seeing more join 
their ranks?  3And while it is historically true that capitalism has provided the ladder of economic 
mobility while socialism the one way slide into destitution, is it not our divine duty as believers to 
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ignore this?  4Should we not shrug off as mere tests of our faith the poverty and mass 
starvations, grotesque infringements to freedom, and suffering and death that our quest for 
equality has wrought all over the globe from Russia to China to North Korea to Cuba to East 
Germany and dozens of other places?  5Should we not keep trying until we get it right, until we 
see the glorious utopia of which the Prophet foretold? 
4. For would it not be better, believers, to live in a more equal society, a society where all 
lose some as long as some lose all?  2Would it not be better to live in a society where everything 
is fair, where tall people have their legs amputated below the knee, where beautiful people have 
acid thrown in their face, where those with high metabolisms are forced to receive 
subcutaneous fat injections until they have a body mass index on par with the 
returns/exchanges line at a Mississippi Wal-Mart?  3Would it not be better to live in a society 
where everything is equal, the way nature intended? 
5. But fear not believers, for praise be to the Creator that we do not have to engage the 
enemy using their weapons, nor do we have to worry about historical inconveniences.  2For do 
we not have a small arsenal of hateful names we can mindlessly label anyone who dares 
undermine our beliefs with facts?  3Even now our progressive social “scientists” are in their labs, 
brewing up new names, finding newer and newer words to which the ‘phobic’ suffix can be 
attached, thus providing us with an endless supply of ammunition we can load into our insult 
tommy guns and recklessly fire at people.  

6. Please consider the following diagram as my aim to assist you in the selection of the 
most appropriate hateful name to hurl at a non-believer who threatens your faith with evidence. 
2It is called a visual flowchart.  3Apparently, it is an apparatus that finds common use in 
engineering, computer science, and other technical disciplines so I do understand why you may 
find its appearance confusing and have probably never before seen one during all your years in 
university acquiring that gender studies degree that has left you with only one employment 
option - “journalist” for The Huffington Post. 
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Letter to the Church in Portland 
 

1. To the jack booted and brave bandana wrapped, ski mask clad, riot gear wearing, plate 
mail encumbered, morning star armed stalwart believers in Portland cowering behind your tower 
shields, I send greetings.  2Remember that it is you who stand firm against the rising tide of 
fascism that threatens to sweep this country aside.  3For you do not just pelt with rocks, but you 
are rocks, except of course when the bus driver refuses to allow you entry with your 75 pounds 
of medieval armory or when your Uber driver, noting your appearance, drops you at the 
Renaissance Faire and not the Dave Rubin speech you had planned to disrupt.  4But there is 
still more that can be done believers, so I would implore you to cash your public assistance 
check and get to work. 
2. Is it enough, believers, to simply try to interrupt or suppress any speech we do not like? 
2Is it enough to merely threaten, harass, or coerce people into silence who do not believe as we 
do?  3Under your chain mail are you not wearing a t-shirt bearing the likeness of the great Che 
Guevara?  4Did Che merely threaten with a firing squad?  5To send men to the firing squad, 
judicial proof is unnecessary. These procedures are an archaic bourgeois detail. This is a 
revolution! And a revolutionary must become a cold killing machine motivated by pure hate.  6Is 
your blind hatred any less than Che’s, and are we not also in a revolution - a revolution to tear 
down this oppressive nation and to replace the unjust engine that powers the greatest economy 
in the world with the same engine that Che slaughtered people to see installed in Cuba?  7To 
drive from our midst those things our faith finds anathema - jobs and opportunity, wealth and 
investment, intellectual capital, those who believe in moral absolutes - leaving behind the very 
ingredients that comprise a utopia, just as Che and other believers left in the wake of their 
revolutions.  8Far be it from you to require more proof than Che, or to allow the inconvenience of 
due process to dull your zealotry when labeling any and all racist, fascist, oppressor or Nazi!  
3. No, believers, it is not enough to bind and gag those in your midst who speak things they 
should not.  2For prior to your intervention, to whom did they speak, what ear received the 
whisper of their evil thoughts?  3Fascism must be rooted out of your very midst!  4Let no locked 
door bar your way, let no gate cause you hesitation, for home to home should you pillage, 
squinting through your faceplate for any sign of fascism.  5There, upon the mantle, is that truly a 
copy of Math Is Hard!  The AOC Guide to Tax Revenue and Congressional Spending?  6It looks 
too voluminous and where are the crude, childlike crayon renderings of unicorns?  7Better rifle 
though it to make sure it isn’t a copy of Atlas Shrugged with a fake binding.  8That child’s teddy 
bear could be hiding a small crucifix, disembowel it with your stiletto just to be safe.  9Is that a St 
Louis Cardinals or a MAGA cap on the top shelf of the closet?  10Heave a Molotov into the 
wardrobe and label your search a success either way.  11Think there isn’t a need to go through 
your neighbor’s mail?  12Perhaps you should take notice of that American Flag stamp on the 
envelope and think again.  13In all that you do, believers, let your zealotry guide you, for it will 
not lead you astray! 
4. Regarding your latest letter and in specific your question about - where white people 
should be allowed to congregate at the Diversity and Inclusion Rally - quite frankly, I am 
appalled that you would even raise such a query and it causes me to wonder whether our 
correspondence over the years could be graded anything other than a failure and a waste of my 
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time.  2Do you regard my efforts with such a cavalier attitude?  3Great concern and diligence do 
my missives demand, and do not treat my time with the same casual nature as you would 
shrieking a hateful name into the face of an elderly woman you’ve never met.  4Let me be as 
clear as the mind of a transgender bisexual man masturbating to lesbian pornography, white 
people should be kept under house arrest and have no business being anywhere near the 
Diversity and Inclusion Rally.  5I should hope my tone here should serve as sufficient enough 
answer to your remaining questions regarding - how much extra to charge men to attend the 
Equality for Women Now! Seminar and how far behind the last row of seated women male 
attendees should be caged - yes? 
5. In closing, it is with great regret that I must inform you that my schedule will not allow me 
to attend the annual Anti Fascist No One But Us Allowed Fun But Not Too Fun Fair.  2How I will 
miss the Antifa Shetland Pony joust competition (for what it’s worth, my Bitcoin are on Sir 
Timothy the Timorous).  3How my heart aches to not be able to rampage through the city with 
you, looting and burning homes and businesses that do not have a suitably large and visible 
rainbow flag sticker in their windows.  4Please think of me while swapping capitalist ghost stories 
and roasting marshmallows over a burning American Flag and know that you are all in my 
thoughts, Amen! 
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Letter to the Church in Hollywood 
 

1. I, Reverend Rankin File, called to preach the Gospel of Progressive Liberalism by the 
Creator herself, as first revealed to the prophet Marx, do send greetings to the Church in 
Hollywood.  2We have found ready and willing converts amongst those who previously believed 
in Xenu.  3Efforts at proselytizing have reaped harvests beyond all our hopes and prayers! 
4Hordes of aging actresses desperately clinging to relevance descend on Twitter daily to proudly 
pronounce their faith in the feeds of progressive producers and casting directors.  5And still 
others drop their Lifetime film scripts and pick up pitchforks and torches and openly engage in 
witch hunts while calling for the blacklisting of any in their town who do not share our faith. 
6Believers, you do not know how glad I am that an industry that was once ravaged by 
McCarthyism has now embraced that spirit, seemingly ignorant of their own history as religious 
zealotry and fervor causes them to burn their colleagues at the stake.  7Or maybe they just hope 
to thin the competition at auditions. 
2. I take great joy in seeing that nearly all media has been consolidated under the mouse, 
providing for us a wonderful avenue for the indoctrination of children.  2I want to encourage you 
to continue your efforts with regards to franchises and high value intellectual properties.  3When 
you saw the massive, unsinkable ship of Star Wars sailing by, you did not hesitate to board and 
hijack the vessel, then proceeded to steer it into an iceberg, sending it to a watery grave from 
which it will never recover.  4And once bubbles from the submerged vessel had ceased reaching 
the surface, you then got on Twitter and arrogantly blamed the catastrophe on the iceberg! 
3. Remember Stanley Kubrick purchasing three of only the ten lenses that Carl Zeiss 
made, so obsessed was he for shooting by mere candlelight when making Barry Lyndon? 
2Recall Jean-Pierre Jeunet creating a yellow tinged A Very Long Engagement to make his WWI 
drama look like old newsreel footage from the early 20th century?  3Or perhaps you can bring to 
memory David Fincher shooting through keyholes and coffee pots, or Ridley Scott crafting two 
films over the course of three years that stand as two of the best ever made in their genre?  4Do 
you think these individuals were possessed with talent?  5Do you think their obsession with 
cinematography and craftsmanship, their desire to create visually stunning works of film should 
accord them some kind of artistic merit?  6Do not the believers at Rotten Tomatoes have a 
better sense of taste than these and have they not already declared the super hero film Black 
Panther to be as good or better than any film these directors have created?  7For what makes a 
great work of cinematic art?  8It is not arresting visuals or soaring score, it is not compelling 
performances or superlative script, it is none of these.  9According to believers at the BBC, the 
ingredients comprising great film and television are: divisive identity politics, making sure that all 
straight white males are portrayed as incompetent or evil or both, and ensuring that the cast 
checks as many diversity boxes on a spreadsheet as possible.  10For should not imagination 
and creativity be removed altogether and should not the equation of art be reduced to 
something as simplistic as this? 
4. I would suggest that we no longer require the assistance of believers at Rotten 
Tomatoes, and while I am thankful for their contributions to the faith, they can go back to doing 
what they did prior to becoming professional film critics, petitioning their local government to 
install more speed bumps in their neighborhoods and writing scathing Facebook posts about 
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misogyny in beer commercials.  2Does technology not allow us to simply let AI judge all films 
and television on their artistic merit, scanning every frame for skin tone and then constructing a 
large array of variance, assigning weighted point values to the darkest skin tones and thereby 
computing a score to judge the overall creative quality of the product? 
5. Nevertheless, I would be remiss if I did not take this opportunity, having the ear of such 
creative people, to pitch an idea I have for a film.  2OK, keep a tight lid on your Aquadeco, and 
get ready for this.  3In 1989 there was a film released, Night of the Peeps, about cursed 
marshmallow Easter confection that, upon being consumed, causes the victim to become 
demonically possessed and go on a rampage.  4It was highly derivative of the 1986 film Night of 
the Creeps.  5In 2004, Night of the Peeps was rebooted as Night of the Peeps - The Next 
Generation.  6So what I’m thinking is we do a modern reimagining of the 2004 reboot.  7I mean, 
we can change some things obviously, instead of cursed Easter candy maybe the transmission 
can be alien slugs or something, and rather than becoming demon possessed maybe the 
victims become zombies or Trump supporters, I’m just spitballing here.  8Now, I know what 
you’re thinking, you’re thinking that you’ve never heard of either the 1989 original or the 2004 
reboot.  9Well, that’s because they don’t exist!  10Instead of waiting for a film to be made, then 
rebooting it, then reimagining the reboot like you lot love to do, let’s just cut to the chase, and 
create a phony backstory and marketing campaign about the reimagining of a reboot of a fake 
movie that would have been derivative of another film had it existed in the first place!  11I mean, 
it’s brilliant, and right up your alley!  
6. In closing, allow me to encourage you in the continuation of your efforts.  2Continue to 
churn out products with bland, visually uninteresting cinematography - products with hollow, 
wooden, shallow characters that exist not as real people but as progressive fantasies, 
mouthpieces for our religious beliefs spouting empty, meaningless cliches that can be lifted 
straight from the cardboard protest signs wielded by unemployed professional activists all over 
this country.  3Continue to inject every cinematic frame with our beliefs such that the works 
themselves become little more than 1950s era propaganda pieces masquerading as art. 
4Continue to shoehorn forced diversity and identity politics into every piece of media such that 
characters occupy laughably predictable roles based solely on their genitalia and complexions. 
5Continue to market these as woke masterpieces while patting yourself on the back and publicly 
fellating yourself for your courage for releasing something that is indistinguishable from anything 
else released in 2019 to the fawning praise of paid for shills.  6Continue to be progressive. 

 

 
 
The film critic of the future!  But like current critics, it 
remains best at playing Pong, and will overheat and 
become non-functional if worked for more than 2 
hours at a time. 
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Letter to the Church in Berkeley 
 

1. To the sisters and cis men occupying the priesthood at universities all over the 
Unacceptable States of America, I send greetings.  2We are not three decades removed from 
the conclusion of the cold war, a war that ended with capitalism powerbombing socialism 
through a folding table onto the arena floor, then strutting like Ric Flair out of the coliseum 
championship belt in tow leaving the bloody, unconscious corpse of communism rotting on the 
concrete.  3Despite this, ye have done well to set upon this country class after class of 
brainwashed marks (ist) who mindlessly cheer the 150 pound Marxist mid-card jobber even as 
he gets chokeslammed into a near death experience by the 7 foot capitalist champion.  4Class 
after class of believers who turn a blind eye to history, like the alcoholic who picks up the drink 
deluding himself that this time will be different and ignoring the wealth of historical evidence that 
suggests otherwise.  5Class after class of those who believe that denying a human being of their 
rights in order to implement Marxist equality somehow makes them more noble and virtuous 
than those who stand for individual liberty, the cornerstone upon which the most free societies 
the world has ever known have been built.  6Class after class of those who claim to stand for the 
rights of the minority but are willing to trample on the rights of the smallest minority of all.  7Such 
has been the effectiveness of your programming and preaching brethren, and I commend you 
on your fervor. 
2. Is individual liberty not the birthright of every American?  2How is it then, that we 
convince Americans to be willing to part with their birthright for less than Esau did his?  3We do 
it by first convincing them that they have no individual identity at all.  4We do it by convincing 
every American that they are no more than the gender and complexion they see reflected in the 
mirror.  5When they realize that the group is all that matters, not themselves, will they not readily 
part with their constitutional rights, their property, their money, and their very sovereignty? 
6When they see individuality and the rights of the individual as impediments to Marxist equality 
their liberties we will not have to take by force, for them they will willingly surrender.  7And so 
you should see it as abject failure should any students leave your class still seeing themselves 
as more than the groups to which nature assigned them - or a surgeon and hormone therapy 
reassigned them. 
3. Remain steadfast and diligent in your efforts, constantly vetting and re-vetting all within 
your ranks employing the measuring rod of Marxist cronyism in all that you do to ensure that our 
universities remain that - ours.  2Consider it a grievous sin, as I do, should any non believer ever 
gain access to our pulpits, preaching the heresies of history and teaching what our faith has 
done to nations in the past.  3And while I know it is wearisome work, please continue to oversee 
the administration of the proposals of the plans for the continued construction and expansion of 
safe spaces and find strength in my encouragement as you do.  4I would suggest exploring the 
viability of some sort of campus wide Futurama like vacuum tube system, so that the student 
laity can be sucked directly out of their dormitories and whisked to classroom and back without 
ever having to be exposed to the atmosphere where the faint word of any thought or belief not 
of our own may be lingering in the air.  
4. Who is it, believers, that is holding this country together?  2Who is the glue keeping the 
nation from splintering while tweets from the aptly named White House threaten to tear us 
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apart?  3Is it not us occupying the left?  4Are we not the voices crying out amidst the 
cacophonous chorus of fascism and racial bigotry that tries to drown us out?  5To that end, let 
your voice be heard, and hear me as I commend you on the creation of the following courses 
that will no doubt unite us as a nation and combat racism in America; The Problem of 
Whiteness, The Abolition of Whiteness, The Only Good Cracker is a Saltine, If They Can Blush 
They Must Be Flushed: The Skin Tone Litmus Test For a White-Free America. 
5. Would that I could end on such a positive note, but unfortunately the news is not all 
good, comrades.  2A troubling study has recently surfaced suggesting that within your 
congregation there may be capitalists, christians, libertarians, republicans, and other such filth 
and scum.  3Like a transgender in a Bangkok bar they hide in plain sight (or so I’ve heard), 
purposefully masking whom they are to receive a “better grade” from you.  4This cannot stand. 
5I would urge you to employ any and all means within your disposal to unmask these heretics so 
they can be graded accordingly.  6Suspend them via the wrists from the ceiling until their 
shoulders pop from their sockets, burn them with hot coals, stretch them on the rack, flay their 
flesh, and break their bones until they confess their sins and then, once unmasked, brand them 
forever naming them and putting an end to their duplicity, Amen! 

 
A humanities professor endeavoring to uncover the political leanings of one of his students 
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  Letter to the Church in Washington 
 

1. To the bureaucrats, administrators, and pencil pushing believers infesting the avenues 
and hallways of Capitol Hill, I send greetings.  2It is for you, disciples, that I have saved my most 
stinging rebuke, for it is you, above all other acolytes, who have proven the most disappointing. 
3You would do well to develop the kind of fervor that believers in Berkeley possess, or the kind 
of blind, pathological arrogance that believers in Hollywood embrace.  4Instead, you seem as 
confused and hesitant as a democratic socialist handed a map and asked to point to a country 
that currently has a socialist economy. 
2. Is it not you who deserve the fruits of the land?  2Why should those who created new 
technologies, or innovated industries, or advanced human civilization with their ingenuity reap 
the rewards that rightly belong to you - you who create nothing, innovate nothing, advance 
nothing?  3While the Soviet citizen stood in bread lines did not the Politburo enjoy the kind of 
opulence that would have made the czars blush?  4Are you any less than the leftist bureaucrats 
who came before you?  5So why then, do you procrastinate?  
3. NYC has now rightly and justifiably made it a finable offense to call someone who 
originated from outside of the US and criminally entered the country an “Illegal alien”.  2Why are 
believers in municipalities having to do your job for you?  3Why are you not federally mandating 
what can and cannot be said and turning into criminals those Americans who speak freely, or 
worse, truly?  4Have not believers in Canada and the UK made great strides in criminalizing 
speech while you sit idle?  5If their zealotry and hatred of freedom doesn’t serve to inspire and 
embolden you then what will?  6Where are you on gun confiscation and the repeal of the 2nd 
Amendment?  7The Bill of Rights should now be poised above the progressive pyre, instead 
there it stands, seemingly with about as much chance of being burned as Bill Burr had when he 
was roasted by that 2nd wave feminist comedy troupe, The Second Biddy.  
4. Think it will be easy to inflict our religious beliefs on an armed populace that is permitted 
to speak freely?  2Know you nothing of our history?  3Be ye not deceived, believers; has the 
passage of time and the rebranding of ourselves as “progressives” dulled our hatred of liberty 
any?  4Do we despise the citizen who speaks his mind any less than the leftist believers who 
came before us?  5Does the social justice warrior who labels anyone who disagrees with her 
misogynist and the Antifa fanatic who screams “Nazi” in the face of a woman whose name he 
doesn’t know not want to see speech criminalized any less than the Marxists in whose footsteps 
they blindly follow?  
5. I grow weary of having to repeat the same questions and it is my hope that you grow 
weary of having to answer them, but where are you on hijacking and nationalizing the economy 
under the guise of “saving the planet”?  2Have we not engaged in enough hand wringing 
histrionics, have we not shed enough tears, have we not literally behaved like Chicken Little and 
has the public not been sufficiently whipped into a hysterical enough frenzy for you to finally 
act?  3For is it not you, and only you, the bureaucrats responsible for public education who know 
best how to save the planet and not the private sector with its centuries of demonstrable 
ingenuity? 
6. As of this dictation, Bernie Sanders has been duly marked as the most progressive 
candidate in the 2020 Democratic field, having secured endorsements from individuals whose 
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hatred of America is rivaled only by their ignorance of history and arithmetic.  2Encouraging 
though this is, there remain many an American voter who find the man cold and off putting. 
3This speaks, of course, to the stupidity of the average American, and should not be taken as a 
criticism of Bernie for coming across like a knuckle rapping nun trying to frown and scold his 
way to the presidency.  4Add this to your ledger of fiasco for it is you who have failed to market 
the man appropriately and promote to the populace talents and abilities he possesses that 
would make voters warm to his glower. 

7. To this end, I suggest we allow Americans to get to know the real man, by highlighting 
his background as an accomplished rhythmic gymnast.  2I can assure you that, having been one 
of the handful of people fortunate enough to witness Bernie’s 6 hour long rhythmic gymnastic 
performance art piece of his life in politics, that, should the average American bear witness to it, 
any delusions they have about the man’s demeanor will quickly evaporate.  3Seeing him prance 
around with the ribbon set to the strains of Kenny Loggins’ Danger Zone while re-enacting his 
capture of the Vermont Senate seat is absolutely thrilling.  4And no one will not be moved to 
tears while watching Bernie roll around on the mat with that ball for an hour doing an abstract 
interpretation of his years as Mayor of Burlington.  5Many a progressive political pundit-bot have 
succumbed to mechanical malfunction, their circuity becoming overwhelmed with the android 
equivalent of emotion while witnessing Bernie’s athletic artistic expression.  6Why, I have it on 
good authority that moisture was detected in the left eye of one of our Rachel Maddow units 
who viewed a sequin studded leotard wearing Bernie performing with the hoop. 
8. Regarding your last letter, please do not be dismayed when you see Hong Kong 
protestors waving the American Flag and do not regard them less for doing so; for they are to 
be pitied.  2Their minds have not yet been freed by our teachings nor their eyes opened by the 
Creator, thus blindly they view that filthy flag as a beacon of hope and freedom, not the 
oppressive symbol of bondage and death we know it to be.  3Are the people of color protesting 
in Hong Kong not operating under the same sad delusion that the millions of people of color 
who attempt immigration to this country every year are?  4Woefully ignorant of how unjust this 
nation truly is, they have been blinded by the lie of statistics and have not been shown the truth 
that only our faith can reveal regarding the unspeakable horrors that await them in this evil, 
institutionally racist land. 
9. In closing, I would encourage you to borrow from the spirit of our most loyal party 
contributors whose efforts have done nothing but benefit the American people - trial attorneys. 
2Do they not act with an almost pathological boldness?  3Think ye that the trial attorney sheds 
one tear for the physician he sued into bankruptcy?  4Think ye that the trial attorney loses a 
second of sleep for the small business whose doors he shuttered or the family behind it he 
litigated into ruin?  5Why do you think their coins line our coffers?  6Is it not because our endless 
legislation and bureaucracy directly benefit them, and only them?  7Why then do you not 
proceed as they do, without caution?  8Of if you rather, simply look to our own history, for have 
we not for decades been meddling and tinkering with the affairs of the private sector with 
predictably disastrous results?  9And when the work of our hands became apparent what did we 
do - we pointed the accusatory finger at capitalism!  10Remember that you are progressives, no 
blame can be laid at your feet, always the victim you are, assuming no responsibility for your 
choices or actions - so act without hesitation believers in Washington.  11Amen 
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Book of Revelation 
 

1. And so it was that I, Reverend Rankin File, after a laborious day overseeing the sit in 
protest of the opening of a new Chick-Fil-A and having spent the better part of a week flogging 
myself for the unpardonable sin of being born a straight white male, whilst periodically applying 
the salve of pharmaceuticals and the tincture of absinthe, did find myself caught up as if in a 
trance to the Leftist High Heaven.  2And there was a vision given unto me.  3The Prophet 
himself, seated at the left hand of the Creator, did hand to her a document, which she did stamp 
in no short order before returning it.  4And then the Prophet did sign and stamp the document 
before handing it to a bureaucrat whom did sign the document before handing to another 
bureaucrat whom did initial before handing to another bureaucrat whom did sign before handing 
to an administrator whom did initial before handing to a secretary whom did sign, who then did 
hand to another administrator whom did initial before handing to an overseer whom did sign 
before handing to a foreman whom did initial before handing to an operator whom then pressed 
a large blue button adorning the exterior of a monstrous machine.  

2. The giant mechanical beast did slowly creak awake, shaking and snorting, acrid smoke 
pouring from its nostrils.  2The very terrain trembled and shook with its fury and neither my 
footing nor tranquility could be said to be on solid ground.  3“Fear not” admonished the Prophet, 
“for thou have been found worthy.  4Now stand firm, and await the product of billions of workers 
whom do labor deep within the fiery bowels of the collectivist machine!” 
3. And time itself must operate differently in that peculiar realm for it seemed as if I stood 
for months, if not years as the machine continued to shake, bolts and screws being explosively 
jettisoned from its framework like shrapnel while disembodied shrieks and howls emanated 
elsewhere from deep within it.  2I was briefly pulled out of the lull of waiting by the Prophet whom 
did look down upon me and intone, “So, is having a portrait made with one hand hidden in the 
coat still a thing?”  3”No”, I said, my voice trembling with awe.  4”It is rather difficult to do while 
taking a selfie.” 
4. And then I heard a furious, deafening screech, melodious and nostalgic, recalling to 
memory the sound made by an entire campus full of believers who’ve just found that their efforts 
to ban a conservative speaker from their university have been in vain.  2And then emit one last 
ground splitting shudder the behemoth did before it finally came to rest, the choking smoke 
diminishing enough to reveal the figure of a lone laborer emerging from the mouth of the 
monster.  3And then the soot covered worker did hand something indistinguishable to the 
operator before collapsing to the ground.  4And then the operator did pass to the foreman, whom 
did hand to the overseer, whom did hand to an administrator, whom did toss to a secretary, 
whom did hand to another administrator, whom did pass to a bureaucrat, whom did hand to 
another bureaucrat, whom did hand to another bureaucrat, whom did hand to the Prophet whom 
did give to the Creator. 
5. “Take this ye blessed amongst all cis men.  2And do ingest the blue pill of blind belief. 
3And see the future of your planet.”  4And there I saw held in her palm a large blue tablet, 
several inches in length.  5Taking it in my own hand I shook my head as obsequiously as I 
could, “I cannot swallow that.”, I said pointing to my throat.  6”I have a gag reflex.  7I have to 
chew pudding.”, I continued chuckling.  8But my laughter was met with silence, indeed the eyes 
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of the Prophet did narrow and with an audible harrumph he blew out his considerable mustache. 
9”Can he not chew the pill?”, the Creator asked.  10Several heads did turn and there was hushed 
muttering all around.  11To my ears arrived the phrases form a committee to investigate, need to 
create an advisory board for this, and not my department, the 40,000 of us were merely tasked 
with overseeing the plans for the proposal of the coloration before a brave bureaucrat stood and 
indicated that the pill should be effective even if chewed.  12”Good”, said the creator.  13”Now 
take ye the blue pill and do eat it whole, and see the plans I have for your world.  14See a world 
where national sovereignty is no more.  15See a world where there exists no safe haven for the 
corrupt seed of capitalism to take root, creating wealth, opportunity, and innovation.  16See a 
world where there exists no private property, no individual ownership, no self-determination. 
17See a world where the human invention and ingenuity that thrived under capitalism is no more. 
18See a world where all have been assimilated into the one state, the one state that owns all, the 
one state that is all.  19Taking a bite, it took all of my restraint not to retch.  20”It tastes awful”, I 
groaned.  21“Yes”, she said through a smile.  22“It does.”  
6. As the last crumb descended into my bowels I collapsed, staring up into an ever 
changing postmodernism sky, an epilepsy inducing kaleidoscope of shifting colors, a sky 
governed by no logic nor physical law.  2Up became down, then up again.  3Right was wrong 
and wrong right.  4My head spun with the dizzying, confusing, chaos of it all.  5And then the sky 
opened and I saw the planet Earth.  6Closer and closer it came to me, or I to it, space and speed 
being impossible to comprehend in that realm. 
7. And I saw rising from the Earth a gigantic, ornately carved and decorated tower, heavily 
fortified and guarded.  2The top of the tower did pierce the very heavens themselves so great 
was its size and splendor.  3And then surrounding the tower as far as I could perceive were row 
after row of tiny huts, each indistinguishable from the next.  4”See ye now the abodes of the 
future, the colossal tower of the bureaucrats, and the shanties of the workers.”, the Creator’s 
voice boomed in my head.  5“And now look, for the laborers do return from their toil in the fields 
and mines, coming back to their shacks to eat of rice and soy and partake of water, while the 
party bosses do feast upon the finest cut of cow and the egg of the sturgeon, indulging in the 
intoxicating spirits before, during, and after.”  6”And now behold, the meals they are completed, 
the workers sit before the television to be entertained by the state run news, while the 
bureaucrats summon to their courts the finest merrymakers amongst the people, to be regaled 
by their crooning and capering.” 
8. And after the news ended the lights in all of the homes went dark, but the tower 
remained lit like a torch.  2And the Creator, sensing my confusion, did say, “After the allotted 
hour for meal and mirth, the power of light is denied to the laborers, for they cannot be trusted to 
wield it responsibly and care for the planet.  3And now behold, the curfew is upon the people 
and the helicopter gunships do relentlessly patrol!” 
9. And then, after the passage of a few short hours, hardly enough time to thoroughly mine 
social media to find an offensive nugget, the laborers emerged from their homes, weary in the 
still dark occasion of the night.  2And some of them struggled to haul to their curbs large trash 
cans, while others went out singly, or two by two and stood at the roadside, their heads 
downcast and their shoulders slumped.  3And straightaway there did begin to fill the streets a 
caravan of what looked like prison transport buses, stopping in front of homes to permit workers. 
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4And the laborers flooded the interior of the buses, pushing and crowding until disembodied 
appendages emerged from every open window.  5And still others, finding no space for them on 
the interior, were forced to hang on to window sill or wheel well on the exterior of the transport. 
6And many of these, their grips weakened by age and diet, did plunge from the buses and were 
churned to death under the massive wheels of the collectivist caravan.  7”The buses transport 
the workers to the fields or strip mines, where they will spend three quarters of their day in 
communal fellowship while being massaged by the communal prods of the overseers.”  8And 
then, following in the wake of the buses, arrived huge trucks with large plows affixed to their 
bumpers and they cleared the streets of all the laborers who had succumbed in the act of 
boarding and did sweep their corpses into the gutters where rats and carrion birds made quick 
work of their flesh. 
10 And while the vermin still did feast there appeared garbage trucks, but painted in the 
unmistakable yellow of a school bus.  2And the trucks paused at those curbsides where a trash 
can sat, and a mechanical arm did pick up the bin and tip its contents into the back of the truck 
and I saw, being flung without care from each of the cans, were small children dressed in 
uniforms.  3But there appeared to be mechanical malfunction with some of the arms, for their 
action was more trebuchet than simple lever, and they overshot and flung screaming child 
thousands of feet into the air, while others fired children head first into pavement like gray 
flannel clad lawn darts.  4”The refuse buses transport the children to the education camps. 
5Each receives a free progressive preparation, not for the betterment of themselves, but for the 
betterment of the collective, as their individual ingenuity and invention are not their own, but 
belong to all.  6And upon completion of the 8th grade, then will a bureaucrat place them into 
their lifetime labor appointment where they can best serve the collective.  7Now inscribe ye upon 
the scroll the kindergarten curriculum I will reveal to thee and share it amongst the believers in 
your time.  8See ye that gone are the false teachings of math and science which led many 
astray, for it does not become the working class to know the workings of the universe.” 
11. And the Creator revealed to me the future progressive kindergarten curriculum and I 
have endeavored to share it with all believers herein. 
 

Period 
 

1 
 
2 
 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
 

Class 
 

Confused About Your Sexuality At 5?  Good News!  You’re Probably Gay, Bi, Or 
Trans. 
Scared Of Making Decisions For Yourself?  Why Government Compulsion Is For 
You, And Everyone Else Whether They Like It Or Not! 
Sociology 101 
Being An Individual Is Lonely And Scary.  Always See Yourself As Part Of A Group. 
Sex Ed 101 
Why Jealousy Is Noble And Achievement Sinful. 
Gender Studies 101 
Fact Is A Four Letter Word: Intro To Postmodernism. 
How To Know If The Child Next To You Is A Christian, Capitalist, Or Libertarian And 
Who Do You Tell If You’re Suspicious. 
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10 What We Can Learn From The Frightened Rabbit: How A Vegan Diet And Keeping 
Your Thoughts To Yourself Are Keys To A Long Life. 

  
12. And then, as if reading my mind, the Creator said, “Think ye that the workers are not 
permitted to speak freely?  2Not true, for all may speak their thoughts.  3All speech, whether 
whispered in home or mumbled in mine or scrawled in dirt or communicated via interpretive 
dance is recorded and preserved.  4It is then carefully examined by a committee, then vetted by 
Skynet, then analyzed by another committee, then investigated by a tribunal.  5Should any at 
any point in this process find any word or phrase or sentence or pirouette in any way seditious, 
offensive, hateful, problematic, inconvenient, insensitive, hurtful, harmful, unconstructive, 
unsupportive, exclusive, or factual the offending speaker will then become as hard to find as 
employment history at a democratic socialist convention.” 
13. And then I saw, as the laborers were away, hordes of police descend upon the homes 
like a ransacking army, thin wooden doors gave way to jack boots while others rappelled down 
chimneys like an Orwellian Santa Claus.  2”They do search for contraband: music, literature, or 
works of art that inflame the passions and stir the imagination.  3Also Holy Books that provide a 
sense of right and wrong and teach of a God who sees people as individuals, desiring a 
personal relationship with each, and anything that can bring to remembrance the world that was. 
4And anything that can be used as a weapon, guns, silverware, any dog over 30 pounds, a 
suspicious looking cat.  5Yea, though the police do a thorough job, it is truly neighbor who 
polices neighbor.  6For without capitalism a worker's only means of economic mobility is to curry 
favor with a party boss, and so each spies on each, ready to turn in any who breathe one word 
of sedition in the hopes of receiving a scrap from the bureaucrat’s table.”  
14. And then I saw day turn to night and exiting the rear of one of the small shacks there 
appeared the figure of a man, and held in his hand was a knapsack of some kind.  2And then 
there did appear other figures exiting other homes, artfully dodging helicopter spotlight until 
soon there was a gathering of people their numbers totalling a half dozen.  3And the first did 
open the knapsack and there in the presence of the others did unfurl and place onto a pole a 
banner made of stars and stripes and collectively they made salute to it. 
15. And then I saw the Creator, the beauty and perfection of her countenance marred by 
rage and fury.  2”Yes”, she growled through gritted teeth.  3”For you see there are those who 
reject this paradise of equality I have constructed for you.  4This just and fair world I have given 
you where you no longer have to lament choices made in error, where all aspects of life are 
governed for you.  5There are still some among you with that spark of independence, who see 
themselves as unique individuals and not as I see you, not as you are, cattle.  6For ye are not 
unique individuals of immeasurable worth, but rather nameless, faceless inputs to a giant 
communal machine.” 
16. And then the Creator revealed to me her true form, and lo, she was not female at all, but 
something else entirely.  2”It is I who doth bring the progressive light to your people.  3It is I who 
doth illumine the left handed path.  4As it was before, so shall it be again.”  5Amen. 
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